House of Krone History
1710 - Twee Jonge Gezellen
The farm was established in 1710. After all this time it is still thought
of as ground breaking and pioneering.

1950 - N.C. Krone Snr
The early 1950s saw the vision of owner cellar-master, N.C. Krone Snr,
Introduce cool fermentation, a first in the wine industry
1979 & 1980 - South African Champion
Nicky Krone wins South African Champion Estate Winemaker (1978) and
Champion Private Producer (1980) at the SA Wine Show.
1983 - South African Champion Wine Maker
South African Champion Wine Maker – SA Wine Show
1991 - Krone Borealis vintage
The very first Krone Borealis vintage, the 1987, was launched to much acclaim.
2000 & 2001 - Krone Borealis Brut
Winner of the Air France PB Classic – Krone Borealis Brut
2012 - Amorin MCC Challenge
Musuem Class Winner with the Krone Borealis Vintage Cuvée Brut (2001)
Sept 2014 - Krone Borealis wins Gold
The Krone Borealis Cuveé Brut 2012 wins a Gold Medal Award at The Michelangelo International
Wine & Spirit Awards of South Africa.

Situated 125 kilometers from Cape Town, Tulbagh has become a 'secret find' for
the avant-garde. Our farm Twee Jonge Gezellen is in the North-West corner of this
intriguing valley, with the vineyards reaching up to the east-facing slopes of the
Saron Peak Mountain while the cellar nestles at the foot of the mountain.
The mountain is often referred to as "the rainmaker" due to the rain shadow effect
that affords the farm a really generous rainfall factor.
From spring to mid-summer, when the Cape is tested by the relentless South Easter
wind, the mountain again protects the farm. This wind lifts up and over the peak,
and whilst acting as an air conditioner for the vineyards, it leaves a quiet haven
below where not a leaf moves on the oak trees surrounding the cellar – the perfect
venue to visit when the rest of Cape Town is windswept.

The bubbly producing area in France (which may not be named) is regarded as a marginal
area. From a climatic point of view it is at the mercy of the weather to a very large degree.
The vines are thus exposed to far more variances than ours are (rain, frost etc.) Therefore
only some years are consistent enough for them to be able to declare a vintage. If a specific
year is not deemed good enough to declare as a vintage, they select whatever they can and
produce Non-Vintage products instead.
The first is the predominantly good weather that Tulbagh is blessed with during most of the
growing season. The grapes ripen early. This allows us to pick our bubbly grapes early in the
harvest season before the real heat waves of summer hit.
Secondly, the harvest is done at night here. This ensures that we are picking the grapes
under optimum conditions.

Thirdly we stick to what we do best, even if it means being rather patient. Starting out in the
MCC business, most places would probably launch with a young-ish Non-Vintage product just
to get into the market and then build up to having a vintage product.

Our first Krone Borealis vintage was the 1987 – which we only launched in 1991 – 4
years later. We literally launched from the top and it was very well received by those
in the know especially. We opted to continue mainly doing 'vintage' product since it is
what we have become known for.
And lastly, of course, we love what we do. Which is why we have the passion to do it
right. Along with that comes the drive to constantly revise and re-look at ways of
improving our methods. The quality of any wine depends upon the quality of the
grapes which comes from having correct soils, sites & aspects, and sound vineyard
practices – but there is no other wine product that is so totally dependent on the
skills of the winemaker to reach its full potential.
Which is why we consider the Krone MCC's to be The True Celebration of the
Vintner's Art.

Méthode Cap Classique (MCC) is the South African term used to describe sparkling wines
made in the classic French method and refers to sparkling wines that undergo their second
fermentation in the bottle.
Vintage Méthode Cap Classiques by their very nature possesses a greater degree of
personality, whereas ordinary Non-Vintage products are planned or 'blended together' to
always be more or less the same in order to maintain the 'house style'.
It is of course possible to have top end Non-Vintage products where specific cuvées (blends)
are made for prestige products (e.g. our Krone Prestige Cuvée, the Nicolas Charles Krone –
Marque 1 which is Non-Vintage). In these cases, the difference would be that they are
blended from a strict selection of the absolute best base wines of a few vintages. That is
small batches of base wine specially reserved for just this purpose.

Now available
In both
750ml & 375ml

